Conference Program

Please download the official AWP Conference London event app by Whova on your smartphone or tablet (search Whova at the App Store or on Google Play). Install the app and apply the event code awplondon to gain access to complete program information, speaker details and great networking tools.

On the Main Stage:

ACHIEVING 21ST-CENTURY PROJECT OUTCOMES USING AWP
What are owner and EPC expectations and priorities in AWP?
Day One • 9:30 AM

AN AWP PRIMER: THE PRINCIPLES
AWP explained. Real-world examples from implementers.
Day One • 10:30 AM

SCALABLE AWP
How AWP can be applied to smaller projects.
Day One • 12:00 PM

KEYNOTE PRESENTATION: CREATING TOTAL VALUE
Disruptive technologies changing asset design and delivery.
Day One • 4:30 PM

CONSTRUCTION’S DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
The current state of BIM and Digital Construction in the UK.
Day Two • 9:30 AM

AWP: DATA & METRICS
Using data and metrics to track AWP project lifecycle performance.
Day Two • 2:00 PM

TRANSFORMING INFRASTRUCTURE PERFORMANCE
Smarter Infrastructure Enabled by Technologies and Processes
Day Two • 3:00 PM

GLOBAL ADOPTION OF AWP
Applying AWP to projects around the world.
Day Two • 4:30 PM

Other Side: Breakout Calendar
Who is Group ASI?

About The AWP Conference Organizer - Pioneers in Project Performance

Group ASI was founded in the mid-2000s by Lloyd Rankin, a Project Management Professional with a now deep knowledge of Advanced Work Packaging and WorkFace Planning. Lloyd was the lead researcher for the COAA WorkFace Planning Model and was one of 4 Canadian experts invited to develop the CII Advanced Work Packaging model. Most recently, Lloyd chaired the COAA team that developed the Scalable AWP model; this team consisted of approximately 40 North American and global representatives from owner, engineering and construction segments across multiple industries. Lloyd has spoken internationally as a subject matter expert on AWP, WFP and project management. ASI has trained over 4000 people in AWP & WFP, and the company is a CII member and Registered Provider, and is an active member of COAA committees. Group ASI also pioneered the Advanced Work Packaging Conferences and is the owner-organizer of the AWP Summit. You can learn more about us at groupasi.com and awpconference.com.

Advanced Work Packaging Deployment Experts

How Can Group ASI Help You?

Group ASI has been at the forefront of innovative approaches to project performance improvement through research, development and application of best practices for well over a decade. We work with major project owners, EPCs, engineers and constructors in deploying AWP. Our services include - but are not limited to:

- Executive mentorship for establishing an AWP project framework and culture within the organization
- Establishing a robust system and approach for AWP alignment within the organization and projects
- Organizing, delivering and managing specialty conferences to support efficient and effective AWP deployment throughout the project’s lifecycle.

Contact info@groupasi.com for more information on how AWP can benefit your organization.